Aiming at protecting primary privacy messages and supporting secondary quality-of-service (QoS), we propose a secondary encrypted secure strategy for cognitive radio networks. In this scheme, a primary system directly transmits privacy messages or employs pre-transmitted secure secondary messages to encrypt the primary privacy information, and the secondary system acquires a fraction of the interference-free licensed spectrum. Following this idea, we consider two secure communication scenarios: the non-buffer scenario and the buffer-aided scenario. For the non-buffer scenario, the primary system first evaluates the channel quality of the direct transmission link. Then, the primary transmitter adaptively chooses to directly transmit the privacy messages or employ the encryption of the secure secondary messages according to the evaluation results. For this scenario, we investigate the primary ergodic secrecy performance and the secondary average performance. For the buffer-aided scenario, the secure secondary messages can be stored in the buffers at both the primary transmitter and receivers. According to the buffer states and channel quality, the primary system adaptively chooses to directly transmit the primary privacy information, permit the secondary secure transmission, or utilize the encryption of the stored secure secondary information. For this scenario, we also investigate the performances of both the primary and secondary systems, and derive the closed-form expression of the primary information delay. Numerical results are given to prove that the proposed scheme can provide privacy preserving for the primary information and acquire high secondary average transmission rate.
The pioneering physical-layer security work was conducted by Wyner [9] . Then, the secrecy performances for broadcast [10] and Gaussian [11] channels were investigated. These pioneering works had verified the perfect information security of the physical-layer security when the quality of the legitimate link has an advantage over the wiretap link [12] [13] [14] .
Cooperative relaying and/or cooperative jamming are two common approaches for the physical-layer security problems [12] , [13] , [15] , [16] . In [17] , the relay first harvested energy from the transmitted artificial noise signals and then it generated artificial noise to interfere the eavesdropper by utilizing the global channel state information or partial channel state information. In [18] and [19] , the destinationaided secure transmission schemes were proposed where the destination transmitted artificial noise in the first scheduled time to prevent relays' eavesdropping, and the relays would forward the privacy signal and artificial noise to the destination in the following scheduling time. Assisted by multiantennas, the authors in [20] [21] [22] designed optimal power allocation schemes for the artificial noise and privacy message to maximize the secrecy rate. In [23] , [24] , the authors studied the joint source and relay transmit power allocation to achieve the maximum secure energy-efficiency. Besides the information security, the crowd licensed spectrum also limits the performance improvement of the wireless networks.
To alleviate crowd licensed spectrum situation, the cognitive radio is proposed to improve the spectrum efficiency where the secondary network shares the primary licensed spectrum through the underlay or overlay strategies [25] . Besides, the secondary system can assist the primary transmission to acquire the licensed spectrum as a reward [26] .
Due to the open spectrum sharing nature, the primary system also faces the eavesdropping threat, such as the eavesdropper can also access the licensed spectrum for eavesdropping [27] [28] [29] . Besides the secrecy policy of the primary system, the secondary system can employ the physical-layer security to assist the primary secure transmission through cooperative relaying and/or cooperative jamming and acquire some licensed spectrum as a reward. In [30] , the secondary system utilized the full-duplex technique to securely relay the primary privacy information and transmit the secondary information. In [31] , the authors investigated the tradeoff between the primary information security and secondary efficiency. In [32] , the authors studied the time division multiple access based cooperation scheme where the secondary system provided cooperative jamming to interfere the eavesdropper and the remaining time slot was allocated for the secondary transmission. In [33] , [34] , the authors investigated the information security of the primary two-hop relay network assisted by the secondary jamming. In [35] , the game theory was utilized to associate the primary secure transmission and the secondary transmission. In all the above works, the primary information security is preserved by the secondary relaying and/or jamming assistance, and the secondary system can acquire licensed spectrum to motivate the cooperation.
However, the secondary relaying will consume the valuable secondary energy; the secondary jamming will not only consume the valuable secondary energy but also interfere both the primary and secondary transmissions. Therefore, it is a challenge to protect the primary information while eliminate the interference of the secondary jamming signals and improve the secondary energy efficiency.
Key queuing is another physical-layer security approach for the information security without affecting the secondary and primary transmissions. The pioneering work of key queuing was conducted by Khalil et al. [36] where the key packets would be transmitted when the channel could provide information security and the data queue was empty. In addition, the key packets would be stored in the key queue. When the network was insecure and there was data to be transmitted, the key packet would be employed to encrypt the privacy information. Assisted by the key queue, the secure transmission opportunities can be fully employed without cooperative jamming. Following this idea, the authors in [37] [38] [39] studied the key generation scheme, secrecy outage performance, and delay performance for the key aided secure transmission scheme. Moreover, we also investigated the power allocation and information delay performance for single-input singleoutput (SISO) and multiple-input single-output (MISO) networks in [40] . However, for the cognitive radio networks, the key assisted secure transmission for the primary privacy information is yet investigated which will be studied in this work.
In this paper, we propose a secondary encrypted secure transmission scheme for cognitive radio networks (which is partly published in [41] ). In this work, the primary privacy information is adaptively transmitted through the direct communication link or by utilizing the pre-transmitted secure secondary packets to encrypt. Following this policy, we first consider the secondary encrypted secure transmission for the non-buffer scenario, and then we extend our work to the buffer-aided scenario. For the no buffer scenario, the secure transmission policy can be summarized as: (i) if the primary network can offer information security, the primary system directly transmits the privacy information; (ii) if the primary network cannot offer information security while the secondary information can be securely transmitted, the primary privacy information will be encrypted by the secure secondary information; (iii) when the primary privacy information cannot be securely transmitted even under the protection of the secondary system, the licensed spectrum will be allocated for the secondary transmission. For this proposed secrecy policy, we will investigate the primary ergodic secrecy and the secondary average transmission rate. Then, we consider the buffer-aided scenario where both the primary transmitter and receiver have data buffers to store the secure secondary messages. The stored secondary messages will be consumed to encrypt the following transmitted primary privacy messages. For this scenario, the secure transmission policy can be summarized as: (i) if the primary network can offer information security, the primary system will directly transmit its information; (ii) if the primary network cannot offer information security, the secure secondary queue has no data, and the secondary information can be securely transmitted, the secondary system will occupy the channel for the secondary transmission and the primary system will store these secure secondary messages; (iii) if the primary network cannot offer information security while the secure secondary queue has data, the primary system will utilize the stored secure secondary messages to encrypt the primary privacy messages; (iv) when the primary privacy messages cannot be securely transmitted even under the assistance of the secondary network, the spectrum will be used for the secondary communication. For this policy, we also examine the primary secrecy performance and the secondary average performance. Moreover, we study the primary information delay and derive its closed-form expression. Numerical results have been presented to verify the improvement of both the secondary and the primary performances. The contribution of this work can be summarized as:
• We propose a secondary encrypted secure transmission scheme for cognitive radio networks. In the proposed scheme, the primary privacy information is encrypted by the secure secondary information and the secondary system acquires interference-free licensed spectrum as a reward. For the proposed scheme, the spectrum can be fully utilized and both the primary and secondary networks will benefit from the proposed scheme. According to the authors' best knowledge, this is the first work that employs the secure secondary information to assist the primary secure transmission.
• We propose two secure transmission policies for the non-buffer and buffer-aided scenarios. Specifically, we first clearly summarize the secure transmission policies for both scenarios. Following the above policies, we analyze the primary ergodic secrecy and the secondary average transmission rate for the non-buffer scenario, and we examine the primary secrecy rate and the secondary average transmission rate for the buffer-aided scenario. Besides, we study the primary information delay and derive its closed-form expression for the buffer-aided scenario.
• We implement Monte-Carlo simulation to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. Numerical results have been presented to verify the improvement of both the secondary and the primary performances.
The remaining sections are arranged as follows. Section II illustrates the network framework of the secondary encrypted secure strategy. In Section III, we first propose the secondary encrypted strategy for the non-buffer scenario and then, we analyze the primary ergodic secrecy rate and the secondary average transmission rate. In Section IV, we extend the secondary encrypted secure strategy for the buffer-aided scenario. We also analyze the primary average secrecy rate and secondary average rate. Moreover, the information delay of the primary system is studied. Extensive simulations are conducted in Section V, and we conclude this work in Section VI. Figure 1 presents the system diagram which consists a primary network and a secondary network. The primary network contains a primary transmitter (PT) and a primary receiver (PR); the secondary network contains a secondary transmitter (ST) and a secondary receiver (SR). Simultaneously, a passive eavesdropper (EV) threatens the primary information security. This system can capture the cognitive sensor network scenario, where PT is a macro base station that securely communications with a cellular user over the licensed spectrum while ST is a sensor node with none licensed spectrum and wants to acquire licensed spectrum for the uplink sensing data transmission. In order to securely transmit the primary privacy messages, the physical-layer security is adopted by the primary system to provide information security. When the information security of the primary network still cannot be satisfied by adopting physical-layer security, the primary system will request the secondary secure assistance and compensate the secondary network with licensed spectrum. Through secure cooperation, the primary system benefits with information security and the secondary system acquires some interference-free licensed spectrum which also can motive the secure cooperation. In this network, both the primary and secondary networks experience quasistatic Rayleigh fading, which indicates that the network channel state is constant in one communication unit, while varies independently in different communication units [42] [43] [44] . Both the primary and secondary users are equipped with one antenna. 1 The channel variables of PT → PR, PT → EV, ST → PT, ST → PR, ST → EV, and ST → SR are denoted as h tr , h te , h st , h sr , h se , and h ss , respectively. Their channel power gains are g tr = |h tr | 2 , g te = |h te | 2 , g st = |h st | 2 , g sr = |h sr | 2 , g se = |h se | 2 , and g ss = |h ss | 2 which follow exponential distributions with parameters λ tr , λ te , λ st , λ sr , λ se , and λ ss , respectively. In this system, we assume that the primary and secondary channel state information (CSI) can be obtained. This assumption can be realized in practice through the pilot estimation. Since EV is a passive user, the wiretap CSI is unavailable. For practical considering, we assume that the eavesdropping channel distribution information (CDI) is available. 2 The received noises in this system are assumed to follow Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and unit variance. PT and ST's transmit powers are expressed as p p and p s , respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In order to securely transmit the primary privacy information, we adopt the wiretap codebook of C 2 nR b , 2 nR s , n to encrypt the primary information, where R b is the target primary transmission rate; R s is the intended primary secrecy rate; the span of the codeword is denoted as n. The difference between R b and R s , denoted as R e R b − R s , will offer information redundancy for the primary privacy preserving. In each time slot, PT will adaptively transmit the primary privacy messages to PR or encrypt the primary information through the pre-transmitted secure secondary messages. When the primary network utilizes the secondary encryption, ST first securely transmits the secondary messages to PT and PR. Then, PT utilizes the secure secondary messages to encrypt the primary information through XOR operation 3 and PR will utilize the secure secondary messages to decode the primary information. Following this policy, we first study the secondary encrypted secure strategy for the no-buffer scenario and then, we study the buffer-aided scenario.
In the proposed scheme, when PT transmits the privacy messages to PR without the assistance from the secondary network, the received privacy information at PR is y tr = √ p p h tr x p + n pr (1) where x p is the primary privacy information and E x p 2 = 1 4 ; n pr is PR's received noise. Due to the openness propagation nature, EV also receives this message as 2 We adopt the Rayleigh fading channel model which is a natural and reasonable model for the wiretap CDI in a rich scattering environment. Therefore, the channel power gains of the wiretap channels follow exponential distributions with parameters λ te and λ se where λ te and λ se represent the large-scale fading and are related to the distance between PT and Eve and between ST and Eve, respectively. These distance can be conservatively estimated based on the notion of secrecy protected zone, which is an eavesdropper-free area and can be constructed either inherently or intentional [45] [46] [47] 3 Since the secondary information is secure, the primary system can encrypt the primary information through XOR operation with the secondary information. However, as the eavesdropper cannot decode the secondary information, it cannot decode the encrypted primary information. Therefore, the secondary encrypted primary information is secure. 4 E {·} denotes the expectation option.
where n ev is the noise variable at EV. When the secondary system assists the primary secure transmission, there are two phases to complete the secure transmission. In the first phase, ST securely transmits the secondary information to PT and PR and the received signals at PT and PR are given by
where x s is the secondary message which has the same length as the primary message 5 and it is normalized to E |x s | 2 = 1; n pt and are the noise variables at PT and PR, respectively. Simultaneously, EV also receives this message as
where n ev is the noise variable at EV. For the secondary system, SR can receive the secondary message as y ss = √ p s h ss x s + n sr (5) where n sr is the noise variable at SR. In the second phase, PT first implements the XOR operation between the primary privacy information and the secondary secure message and then, transmits the encrypted signal to PR. PR will utilize the secure secondary message to decode the encrypted primary information. If the secure cooperation still cannot defend the primary privacy message, the primary transmission will be suspended and the spectrum is occupied by the secondary transmission.
Remark: In this work, we only consider the information security for the primary network with the following three reasons [32] , [48] [49] [50] . First, since the secondary system dynamically changes the sharing channels, it is challenging to monitor all the secondary transmission in all spectrum channels. Second, since the base stations are always built in the fixed places, it is easy to eavesdrop the primary information by just following the information transmissions of the base station. Third, due to shortage of the licensed spectrum, the important target of the secondary system is to acquire spectrum and the secondary information security can be separately considered in the future work.
III. SECONDARY ENCRYPTED SECURE TRANSMISSION FOR THE NON-BUFFER SCENARIO
In this section, we first design the secure transmission policy for both the primary and secondary systems. Following the proposed policy, we investigate the primary and secondary performances.
A. SECURE TRANSMISSION POLICY
When PT directly transmits the primary messages, the information rate at PR is given by
EV tries to eavesdrop the primary privacy messages and the eavesdropping rate is given by
Therefore, the primary secrecy rate for the primary direct transmission is derived as
where (a) + = max (0, a ). Since the instantaneous CSI associated with EV is unavailable, we utilize the secrecy outage probability to evaluate the secrecy performance. Therefore, the primary secrecy outage probability for the direct transmission is
Set the maximum permitted secrecy outage probability as P s,out . When P sec,d ≤ P s,out , the primary information can be securely transmitted. Therefore, according to P sec,d ≤ P s,out , PT will directly transmit the primary privacy messages only when g tr ≥ τ 1 where the parameter τ 1 is derived as
If the primary direct transmission is insecure, the primary system needs the secure assistance from the secondary system. When ST assists the primary secure transmission, there are two phases to implement the cooperation. In the first phase, ST securely transmits the secondary messages to PT and PR with rates as
In addition, EV also receives the secondary messages with rate as
Therefore, the secrecy rate of the secondary information is derived as
Moreover, SR also receives the secondary messages with rate as
In the second phase, PT implements XOR operation between the primary privacy information and the secure secondary messages and PR will decode the primary privacy information assisted by the secure secondary information. If the secure secondary message is eavesdropped, the primary privacy information will experience secrecy outage. This event occurs with probability as
When P sec,a ≤ P s,out , the primary information can be securely transmitted with the maximum permitted secrecy outage probability P s,out , and we can derive min (g st , g sr ) > τ 2 where the parameter τ 2 is derived as
Therefore, only when min (g st , g sr ) > τ 2 , ST can securely transmit the secondary information to PT and PR with the maximum permitted secrecy outage probability P s,out . If the direct transmission and secondary assistance cannot provide primary privacy preserving, the primary transmission will be suspended and the licensed spectrum is used for the secondary network.
According to the above discussion, the proposed cooperative secure transmission policy can be summarized as • If g tr ≥ τ 1 , PT directly transmits the privacy messages to PR;
• If g tr < τ 1 and min (g st , g sr ) ≥ τ 2 , ST first securely transmits secondary information and then, PT transmits the primary privacy information encrypted by the secure secondary messages;
• If g tr < τ 1 and min (g st , g sr ) < τ 2 , PT stops its transmission and ST accesses the licensed spectrum for the secondary transmission. Remark: The proposed scheme is implemented as following. In each time slot, PT first transmits the pilot signal to PR. PR estimates the CSI between PT and PR according to received the pilot signal. If g tr ≥ τ 1 , PR responses with ACK to inform the link security between PT and PR. Otherwise, if g tr < τ 1 , PR responses with NACK to inform the secrecy outage of the primary direct transmission. After received NACK, ST will transmit the pilot signal, and PT and PR will estimate their CSI according to the pilot signal. If g st ≥ τ 2 , PT responses with ACK to confirm the link security between ST and PT. Otherwise, PT responses with NACK. If g sr ≥ τ 2 , PR responses with ACK to confirm the link security between ST and PR. Otherwise, PR will response with NACK. Therefore, the proposed scheme can be implemented according to the above processes.
B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
For the primary network, PT transmits the privacy messages through the direct transmission or assisted from the secondary system. When g tr ≥ τ 1 , the primary system directly transmits the privacy messages with probability as
Under this condition, the primary ergodic secrecy rate is derived as
where
When g tr < τ 1 and min (g st , g sr ) ≥ τ 2 , the primary system will receive secure assistance from the secondary system with probability as
For this case, ST first securely transmits the secondary messages to PT and PR. Then, PT utilizes the secondary messages to encode the primary privacy information. Therefore, the primary ergodic secrecy rate is derived as
Therefore, according to the above discussion, the primary ergodic secrecy rate for the proposed scheme can be derived as 
Submitting eqs. (17) , (18) , (19) and (20) into eq. (21), we can acquire the closed-form expression of the primary ergodic secrecy rate as
For the secondary network, it will access the licensed spectrum when ST assists the primary secure transmission or ST assesses the licensed spectrum due to the secrecy outage of the primary system. When g tr < τ 1 and min (g st , g sr ) < τ 2 , PT stops its transmission and ST assesses the licensed spectrum with probability as
When the secondary system fully utilizes the licensed spectrum, the secondary transmission rate is derived as
Therefore, the secondary average transmission rate is derived as
IV. SECONDARY ENCRYPTED SECURE TRANSMISSION WITH DATA BUFFER
In Section III, we consider the secondary encrypted secure transmission for the non-buffer scenario. When PT and PR are equipped with buffers, the secure secondary messages can be stored for some time slots that can encrypt the primary information in the following primary transmission. Therefore, in the section, we extend our work to the buffer-aided scenario. We first propose the secondary encrypted secure transmission policy for the buffer-aided scenario. Following, we investigate the performances of both the primary and secondary networks.
A. TRANSMISSION POLICY FOR DATA BUFFER-AIDED SCENARIO
For the buffer-aided scenario, PT has two buffers Q p and Q s to store the primary data packets and secure secondary packets, respectively. In addition, PR has a buffer to store the same secure secondary packets. We assume that all buffers have infinite capacities [38] , [40] . For the data queue, we assume that λ p ∈ {0, 1}, a Bernoulli distribution variable [51] , is the probability of PT's data queue receiving a packet. Thus, the primary privacy information arrival rate is λ p . Considering the buffer states at PT and PR, the transmission policy for this scenario can be summarized as:
• If g tr ≥ τ 1 , PT directly transmits the privacy messages to PR;
• If g tr < τ 1 , Q s = 0, and min (g st , g sr ) ≥ τ 2 , ST securely transmits the secondary packets, and PT and PR will store the secure secondary packets;
• If g tr < τ 1 , and Q s = 0, PT utilizes the secure secondary packet to encrypt the primary data packets;
• If g tr < τ 1 , Q s = 0 and min (g st , g sr ) < τ 2 , PT stops its transmission and ST accesses the licensed spectrum for the secondary transmission. For the buffer-aided scenario, if g tr < τ 1 , Q s = 0 and min (g st , g sr ) ≥ τ 2 , the secure secondary packets will be stored. Therefore, the arrive rate of the secondary buffer is given by
When g tr < τ 1 , and Q s = 0, PT will utilizes the stored secure secondary packets to encode the primary privacy information. Therefore, the departure rate of the stored secure secondary packets can be derived as
For the data queue, the arrival rate is λ p . Through direct transmission and secondary assistance, the primary privacy information departure rate is derived as
From eqs. (26)-(29), we can observe that the primary data queue is coupled with the secure secondary data queue. However, since λ p is given and there are three variables in eqs. (26)- (29) , the average departure rate 6 of the primary privacy information is derived as [38] , [40] µ p = 1 2 2P 1 +P 1 P 2 −P 2 −(P 1 −1) P 2 (4+P 2 ) . (30) In addition, the arrival and departure rates of the secure secondary queue are respectively given by [38] , [40] 
and
For the secondary system, the secondary messages are transmitted when g tr < τ 1 , Q s = 0 and min (g st , g sr ) ≥ τ 2 , or g tr < τ 1 , Q s = 0 and min (g st , g sr ) < τ 2 . Therefore, the secondary average transmission rate is derived as
Submitting eqs. (31) and (32) into eq. (34), the closed-form expression of the secondary average transmission rate can be derived as
B. PRIMARY INFORMATION DELAY ANALYSIS
According to the queue theory, the primary average information delay can be derived as
where N s p denotes the length of the primary data queue. Since the primary data and the stored secure secondary data are coupled, it is difficult to analyze the primary information delay. In this paper, we utilize the generation function method to analyze the length of the primary data queue.
We define the generation function of the primary data queue and secondary secure data queue as
where t denotes the time slot; Q t p denotes the queue state of the primary privacy messages at the tth slot; Q t s denotes the queue of the secure secondary messages at the tth slot; Pr Q t d = i, Q t k = j denotes the probability of Q t p = i and Q t s = j at the tth slot. We can obtain the first-order derivatives of x and y in eq. (36) as
Submitting (x, y) = (1, 1) into eqs. (37) and (38) , the average length of the primary data and the secure secondary data queues are respectively derived as
Therefore, if G x (1, 1) is derived, we can derive the primary average information delay.
In the proposed scheme, the information arrival process of the primary network is independent of the information arrival of the secondary network. Therefore, the expectation function in eq. (36) can be rewritten as
where X t p and Y T p denote the primary arrival and departure rates, respectively; X t s and Y T s denote the secure secondary arrival and departure rates, respectively. In the proposed scheme, the primary data arrival and departure process has two cases:
• Q t p > 0 and Q t s = 0. For this case, there is no secure secondary message to encrypt the primary privacy information which indicates Y t s = 0. PT directly transmits the primary privacy messages and the primary information departure rate is given by
• Q t d > 0 and Q t k > 0. PT utilizes the primary direct transmission or acquires the secure assistance from the secondary system. Therefore, the departure rates of the primary privacy information and the secure secondary messages are respectively derived as
According to the above analysis, the expectation function of eq. (41) can be rewritten as
where the indicator function I {X , Y } is defined as
Substituting eq. (44) into eq. (36), we can derive
Then, the first derivative of eq. (46) with respect to x is derived as
Set (x, y) → (1, 1) and apply the L'Hopital's twice to eq. (47). Then, we can obtain
where g (1, 1) is given by
When we set y = x in eq. (36), the first-order derivative with respect to x is derived as
Since G x (1, 1) = N p + N s . Therefore, according to eq. (46), we can derive G x (1, 1) + G y (1, 1) as shown in (53) at the bottom of this page. Then, N p is derived as
where m (1, 1) is shown in (55) at the bottom of this page and n (1, 1) is given as
In addition, G x (1, 0) , G (1, 0) and G (1, 1) are given by
Therefore, the average information delay of the primary privacy information is derived as
Submitting eq. (54) into eq. (58), we can acquire the closed-form expression of the primary privacy information delay.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we will give some simulation results about our proposed secondary encrypted secure transmission scheme for the no-buffer and buffer-aided scenarios. The primary target transmission rate is set to 1.5 bit/s/Hz; the maximize permitted secrecy outage probability is set to 0.1. In addition, the traditional cooperative secure transmission scheme for cognitive radio networks in [34] is also simulated as the comparison scheme. In [34] , the secondary system just transmits jamming signal to prevent the eavesdropping and transmits the secondary information concurrently with the primary transmission. Moreover, the underlay scheme is presented as a baseline scheme where the secondary system controls its interference to the primary system under a threshold. Figure 2 presents the secondary average transmission rate versus the primary transmit power p p with different target secrecy rate R s . In Fig. 2 , we can observe that the theoretical results are in excellent agreement with the simulation results. In addition, we can also observe that the secondary transmission rate is a decrease function of p p . It is because that the increase of p p supplies more power to provide the primary information security, and there will be few vacant licensed spectrum for the secondary transmission. When p p is large enough, the primary direct transmission channel can provide more secure transmission opportunities. Therefore, there will be less secondary cooperation opportunities and the secondary transmission rate will decrease slowly. In addition, the increase of R s indicates that it is difficult to successfully assist the primary secure transmission and there will be less secondary cooperative secure transmission opportunities. In the buffer-aided scheme, the secure secondary data queue can store the secure secondary packets for some time slots which indicates the primary network can fully utilize the secure transmission opportunities. In [34] , a fraction of power is used for the interference signal which will interfere the secondary transmission and the secondary average transmission rate decreases. In the underlay scheme, since there is no cooperation, the secondary average transmission rate is the lowest compared with the other schemes. Figure 3 plots the secondary average transmission rate versus the secondary transmit power p s with different P s,out . From Fig. 3 , we can observe that the secondary transmission rate is an increasing function of p s . The increase of p s indicates that there will more power to assist the primary secure transmission and there will be much more remaining power for the secondary transmission. Therefore, the secondary average transmission rate increases with p s . The increase of P s,out indicates that the primary system can bear more secure transmission outage events. The primary network will directly transmit with high probability and there will be less cooperative transmission opportunities for the secondary network. In the buffer-aided scheme, the secure secondary data queue can store the secure secondary packets for some time slots which indicates that the primary network can fully utilize the secure transmission opportunities. In [34] , a fraction of power is used for the interference signal which will interfere the secondary transmission and the secondary average transmission rate decreases. In the underlay scheme, since there is no cooperation, the secondary average transmission rate is the lowest compared with the other schemes. Figure 4 plots the primary ergodic secrecy rate versus the secrecy outage probability threshold P s,out with different P s,out . In Fig. 4 , we can find that the theoretical results are in excellent agreement with the simulation results. In addition, we can also observe that the primary ergodic secrecy rate is an increase function of P s,out . The increase of P s,out indicates that the secrecy constraint is loose and there will be more secure transmission opportunities for the primary secure transmission. When P s,out is large enough, the channel quality and the primary transmit power will limit the performance improvement. In addition, the increase of p s provides more power for the cooperation and the primary ergodic secrecy rate will increase. For the under scheme, the increase of p s will interfere the primary secure transmission which leads to the decease of R sec . In the buffer-aided scheme, the secure secondary data queue can store the secure secondary packets for some time slots which indicates the primary network can fully utilize the secure transmission opportunities. In [34] , a fraction of power is used for the interference signal which will interfere the secondary transmission and the secondary average transmission rate decreases. In the underlay scheme, since there is no cooperation, the secondary average transmission rate is the lowest compared with the other schemes. Figure 5 plots the primary ergodic secrecy rate versus p p with different P s,out . In Fig. 5 , we can observe that the primary ergodic secrecy rate is an increasing function of the primary transmit power p p . The increase of p p indicates that there will be more opportunities for the primary secure transmission and the primary ergodic secrecy rate will increase. However, when p p is large enough, the primary direct FIGURE 5. The primary ergodic secrecy rate versus the primary transmit power p p with different P s,out .
transmission channel quality will limit the improvement of the primary ergodic secrecy rate. In addition, the increase of P s,out means that the primary system can bear more secure transmission outage events. Therefore, the primary network can securely transmit with high rate and the ergodic secrecy rate of the primary system will increase. In the buffer-aided scheme, the secure secondary data queue can store the secure secondary packets for some time slots which indicates that the primary network can fully utilize the secure transmission opportunities. In [34] , a fraction of power is used for the interference signal which will interfere the secondary transmission and the secondary average transmission rate decreases. In the underlay scheme, since there is no cooperation, the secondary average transmission rate is the lowest compared with the other schemes. Figure 6 plots the primary privacy information delay versus the target primary transmission rate R b . In Fig. 6 , we can observe that the simulation results are almost the same with the theoretical results. The increase of R b indicates that the primary privacy information can successfully transmit with low probability, and the primary privacy messages will wait for a long time. The increase of R b means that there will be less secure transmission opportunities and the primary information delay will increase.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel secondary encrypted secure transmission scheme for the no-buffer and buffer-aided scenarios. In the proposed scheme, the primary network directly transmitted the privacy information or employed the pre-transmitted secure secondary messages to encrypt its privacy information, and the secondary system could acquire much more licensed spectrum for the secondary transmission. For the non-buffer scenario, we first proposed the secure transmission policy by considering the primary direct transmission or secondary assistance. Following this policy, we analyzed the primary ergodic secure rate and the secondary average transmission rate. Then, we considered the buffer-aided scenario where the secure secondary messages could be stored in the buffer for some time slots, and were employed to encrypt the primary privacy information in the following primary transmission. For this scenario, we also summarized the secure transmission policy and then, analyzed the primary average secrecy rate and the secondary average rate. Moreover, the primary information delay was investigated and its closed-form expression was derived. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed strategies can provide primary secure preserving and verify the performance improvement of the secondary average transmission rate.
